
Busy Bees January 17 - 20 Winter

Story Time
Books: All You Really Need for a Snowman   Snowballs    A Snowman for Little Bear

Winter Rabbit    Moe the Dog in Tropical Paradise      I"m Cool Mina's White Canvas
Bear's Winter Party There Was an Old Lady who Swallowed Some Snow
The Biggest Snowman Ever   Snowmen at Night   Snowmen at Work

Songs and Finger Plays:   Snowflake, Snowflake What Do You Do on a Winter's Day?
There Was a Chubby Snowman Sledding Song     Colorful Mittens  The Opposites Cheer

Games: Frosty Says - listening skills     A Walrus Sat on You - name recognition

Language
Hot Chocolate Words      We will listen to words that describe a winter treat of hot 

chocolate and count the syllables in each word, such as cocoa, warm, stir, yummy, 
marshmallow, etc.

Opposite Pairs We'll continue our discussion of opposites by looking at pairs of 
opposites cards, matching puzzle pairs, and working with rhythm sticks - striking them fast and 
slow, loud and quiet - holding them high and low, in front and in back, together and apart

There Was a Cold Lady Using our pocket chart at Story Time we will say together 
the repetitive phrase "she swallowed a ..." allowing us to work on story sequencing and also left 
to right directionality as we point to the words in the phrase and have an opportunity to identify 
letters in a text we are becoming familiar with "reading"

Math
Snowmen on the Number Line    Practice in counting and patterning
Hats and Snowmen     Working with the concept of more and less as well as one to 

one correspondence. In this game the first player will roll a dice and count out that many 
snowmen. The next player will roll and count out hats and hopefully there will be enough hats so 
each snowman stays warm. Too many hats and the extras blow away.

Snowball Measures   Using paper doilies as our "snowballs" we will estimate, measure 
and compare the different lengths of each member of a snow family 

Art
Self Portrait with a Snowball      Drawing, gluing and cutting work
Snow People Collages Collage work inspired by the artwork in Lois Ehlert's 

humorous book Snowballs

Fine Motor / Gross motor
Salt Tray Snow People Tracing circles in the salt and glitter, adding button eyes, 

felt hats, scarves and ...
Snowball Fight Crumpling tissue paper into "snowballs" and tossing them
Ice Skating We'll glide across the floor to music until Mr, Freeze taps us and we turn 

into a statue of ice, only to be rescued when Mr. Sun comes to warm us back up

Science
Examining Snowflakes Using a magnifying glass to match pairs of snowflake 

cards        


